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Live Captioning on non-Zoom videoconferencing
platforms (Microsoft Teams, Skype, Lifesize, etc)
To provide real-time captions on videoconferencing platforms, there are two
options:
- automatic captions
- book a professional Live Captioner
Automatic Captions
Some platforms (ie, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet) have automatic captions
which can be turned on at the start of the meeting. Accuracy is very variable,
according to factors such as the speed and number of speaker(s). As a general
rule, automatic captions are thought to work better in smaller or more informal
meetings with only a few speakers.
For instructions in how to set up and use automatic captioning in these platforms:
Microsoft Teams:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/use-live-captions-in-a-live-event1d6778d4-6c65-4189-ab13-e2d77beb9e2a?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
Google Meet:
https://support.google.com/meethardware/answer/9495962?hl=en
Professional Captions
A professional Live Captioner generates a link to a secure webpage where the
captions appear. The link can be sent to the host before the meeting OR posted to
the Chat Box once the meeting begins. Participants join the meeting and click on
the link, which opens up a browser displaying the captions. The captions page
can be password protected for extra security.
Participants can alter the background and text colour/size. A chat facility on the
browser screen allows them to type private messages to the Captioner.
Several viewing options are available:
-

overlaid captions at any position on the screen (top, middle, bottom)
full screen mode
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Due to space constraints, some participants like to view full screen captions on a
separate device, such as an iPad or phone. Both options are illustrated below:
overlaid captions

full screen captions

Additional languages
For events with international participants, caption translations in other languages
are available. This means that participants can read live captions of the same
event in English, Spanish, French and a variety of other languages. However,
these captions are automated so absolute accuracy is not guaranteed. There is
also an additional cost to adding translations to the event.
Other considerations
The National Register of Communication Professionals for Deaf and Deafblind
People (NRCPD) recommends that only NRCPD registered communication
professionals should be used to provide communication support services to Deaf
people.
Registered Communication Professionals work to a Code of Conduct which means
that everything discussed at a meeting must be kept confidential. The NRCPD
Code of Conduct can be viewed here:
https://www.nrcpd.org.uk/code-of-conduct
When booking a Live Captioner (Speech-to-Text-Reporter or Electronic
Notetaker), whether directly or through an agency, ask if they are registered with
NRCPD. You can also check that their name is listed on the NRCPD register at:
https://www.nrcpd.org.uk/index.php
For more information or feedback, please contact Stage Captions at
admin@stagecaptions.co.uk
www.stagecaptions.com

